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ABSTRACT

The Lyapunov s t a b i l i t y ana lys i s of the nontopological s o l i t o n

s o l u t i o n in the many-oharge Sit 3ynge Model in non-Abelian SU(2)glU( l )

symmetry with the presence of gauge f i e l d s i s considered. I t i s shown

that ia the presence of tbe subs id iary oondit ion of f i x a t i o n of

charges ^ , <*){ otli, = 0 the neoesaary oondit ion for s t a b i l i t y of the

s o l i t o n s o l u t i o n (per iodic in time with parameters <JI ) i s defined

by the inequal i ty l ^_

This oondition holds for any Lagrangian density with second

order time derivatives in the presence of gauge fields. This result is

extended to the stability analysis of a scalar soliton with eleetro-

aagnetio field in U(l) aymmetry and shovn that, in thi3 case the

necessary oondition reduces to

I. DTTRODUCTIOM

Stability analysis of aoliton solution* of nonlinear field

equations is of great importance in the rapidly expanding field of

nonlinear Phenomena in the various 'branches of phyaios • A single-aoliton

solution, evan at the classical levelt can be interpreted, as an extended

paaticle, i.e. a particle of finite non-zaro size. In fact the so—called

elementary particles are extended objects, although in some theoretical

calculation, they are considered as point—like particles. It Has suspected

that the soliton oan also describe the partioles in quatum level. The

proposition turns out to be true . So it ia very much important to study

the stability of tbe 30liton solution so that it can desoribe a stable

particle. In this paper we shall study the realistic three—dimensional

soliton solutions.

It ia well known that the three-space dimensional nomtopological

soliton solution can not be stable-' ia an absolute sense and therefor* it

becomes necessary to impose some appropriate subsidiary conditions. Tfoc

this reason Bybakov^, Bejanin , Triedberg et.al.. and Kumar et.al. have

imposed tbe fixation of charge aa the subsidiary oondition in their

study of scalar fields. The corresponding stability of soliton solutions

has been called the 3 -stability.

The results of stability analysis of a scalar soliton obtained in

references , are following)

(i). The non-nodal soliton solutions are conditional stable and

nodal solutions are unstable.

(3). The necessary oondition for stability in one oharge model in

U(l) symmetry can be given by ths inequality

where c) ia the oharge fir the unperturbed field, and Ui is frequency

ing toe temporal variation of the periodio soliton solution. The equality

holds on the boundary of the stability domain in cJ-epaoe.

A subsequent study obtained an exact expression for the infliienoe

of weate eleotremagnetio fields on the stability domain of a scalar soliton

in a general field model. Here it should he noted that gauge field non-

topologioal solitona in three spaoe-dimensions was studied by Friedberg

et.al. ' l 0 in ubioh they formulated some important stability theorems

for soliton solutions. But the problem of stability domain i3 still open.
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references , are following!

(I). The non-nodal aoliton solutions are conditional stable and

nodal solutions are unstable.

(3). The neoessary oondition for stability in one oharge model in

D(l) syaaetry oan be given by the inequality

where tj ia the oharge fir the unperturbed field and W is frequency describ-

ing the temporal variation of the periodic soliton solution. The equality

holds on the boundary of the stability domain in U)-epaoe.
a

A subsequent study obtained an exaot expression for the influenoe

of weak eleotrenagnetio fields on the stability donaln of a scalar soliton

in a general field model. Here it should be noted that gauge field non~
topologioal solitona in three spaoe-dinensions was studied by Friedberg
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(2). V aholud be continue with respeot to ? ,

and (3)< V ia not inoreasang along the trajectories of the

ayaten.

If the field equations are invariant with respect to the tine

reflection, then the Lyponov functional should be the integral of motion.

III. TK1 QtUOB OEMKaiLLISATIOg OF ^ - THEQRBM

In this sect ion we shal l consider a system of complex isoveotor

f i e ld ^ with three oomponents in 3U(2)#U(l ) symmetry, interacting with

gauge-fields Jt~ > The Lagrangian of the system i s given "by
r i

where

(I)

m and A are the parameters of the Lagrangian.

Here we prove that the field model for pure field SP admits the

nomtopologioal soliton solution. For this we shall use the Berestyeki and

Lions theorem for exitenoe of soliton solutions. Then we shall assume that

the field model (I) ia also admits a aoliton solution.

(i) Jk (0) = \

(ii) Lia where 1 = 5 ,

171 ' ~ 1 "ii +
( i i i ) J. ( (f S> ) differentiable at <$ = 0 and

nhioh defines a limitation on

(2)

where - parameters of the soliton

solution,

for some and

It should he noted that « ^ vanishes at |rj •.«> .

thus bee .ing sure that the model (I) admits a soliton solution, we

prooeed to analyse its stability. Is an initial field function, let us

ohooae the following aoliton solution (periodic in time ):

J' (3)
ffe shall study the stability of the above mentioned unperturbed soliton
solution. Here

, T, , t1 is the generator of U(l) group and

of 3U(2) group. Here we should note that the

are the generators

elaasioal solution

with lowest energy should be of the form (3) • As the static soliton

solutions are either constant or unstable-' , we should ohoose a gauge

so that the tiaedependence in (3) oan not be gauged away. For this reason

we ohoose the temporal gauge

- O . (4)
Let y and ,4 be the perturbed fields and they can be expressed

in the following way!

where ~T" {y 4-}= $ T*CTi-) T / 7 f ) Tfr.4)?

To measure the perturbations, we ohoose the metrio of following

type:

'.«>{&
(5)

where (?*" and $. are gauge field strength]

T ; I-



The metric 9 ia ohoosen in such a way that all zero modea are automatioaly

excluded

To analyse the stability, 1st us ohoose the LyapunovS functional

o f t b e follo"ins types

where E is energy and ̂ i are the charges corresponding to th« internal

aymmatry and t*3t' are that parameters of the internal group manifold. It

should "be noted that the aoliton solutions (3) are the extremals of the

functional V ZtfjcJj*] ' 3 O t o istermine the stability domain, one

should determine the region, where v is j>O3itiBe definite. A3 WB consider

jl T II «=:<: ||UH » 3 O "<ie o:in neglect the higher variations of the

functional 7 ( i.e. § V,.... ) and since the solution (2) aee the

eitreaala of the functional V , the fir3t variation of V is equal

to zero. Thus to ascertain the positive definiten«a» of the functional V,

we should analyse S V

It was shown by Rybakov that the second variation of V coincides

with the expression for perturbation energy, obtained from the second

variation of the Lsgrangiais , ire. ^ y= E ,

(7)

I» fact can be divided into three parts!

where £> Ea is the second variation of gauge field energy, yj contains
* <3 *

and Sj^~ ( ̂  denotes the time derivative of y ) and y, contains

, the spatial derivatives of T and its interaction with gauge7'
fields!

+

I » diag { I.I.B} ; -R - <g. <ĵ  X ( » * '
It ia obvious that O Pn is a positive definite functional.

cr

Now it is not difficult to be convinced that the necessary condition of

positive definiteneas of \/̂  is

I] ^ o ,

which is automatioaly fulfilled for the Lagrangian (I).

Here only the functional V A "ay be of different signs. So stabil-

ity analysis gives us the region, where the negative contribution of V ia

compensated by other parts of functional & y .

For simplicity of analysis, let us formulate some subsidiary lemmas.

Let ̂ , be a function of tp and ^ that does not contain U explicitly.

Lemma I.

The variation of J, cioncides with the derivative of 0, with respect

to k) ( fir unperturbed fields ) only when the perturbations -£ = 2it •= Li^

and

Proof:

t h e, so putting -e- z=, if and

formula of

Mote I. If <£, is an explicit function of to , then in the Lemma I, the

variation of p can be expressed in the following wayj

where
^u

and (-̂j- ^^denotes the explicit differentiation of 9, by aJ .

Lemma 2.

The second variation of the spatial part of any Lagrangian in

the presence of gauge field with minimal interaction, ( 5 % ^ )t can be

expressed in the following way:

where

M --

o

o
[3JL\

; i-



which denotes the differentiation of the linear

terns with respeot to *4p* in the Lagrangian,

(jf-ya.) denotes the differentiation of the quadratio terns with

respeot to d/i* in the Lagrangian, and (f#J, , ( \ )t a r e the

spatial parts of the equations of notions for the unperturbed fields <?

and If respectively.

Proof! For siaplioity 1st us consider the Lagrangian of the following

.*.

Talcing into account (3) we oan get that

*?- ^ •+ g , where ^
perforning partial integration and considering tha

for nontopologioal soliton solutions we get

vbeve

boundary condition

Let us consider

where \_, contains the terms with time derivatives of the perturbations

and the perturbation of gauge field •*„ and

Expressing 5 < j in the following wayt

we

Lemma 2 is proved for the Lagrangian (8). It is not diffioult to allow that

this procedure can be applied to any Lagr-ngia.il and Leans. 2 holds.

gote 2« Por the perturbation of perticular type J = 7 * * an^

i = £ i^i otfp jj • by using Lemial and Jote I, we oan get the following

result for Lagrangian (8):

(9)
Let us oonsider the equation of notion;

r 0,

where ("TuT/a is the temporal part of the equation. Considering equation

of notion for the unperturbed soliton solution (3) in (9) we get

On the other hand

Thuataking into aooount (10) and (n) we g«t that

O

(12)

3inoa *4c-0t the kinetic part of the seoond variation of T and

the oharge density coinoide with those expressions for the puw ieoveotor

fields• As the stability analysis eiplioitly depends upon the oharge and

10



the kinetic energy, and as they coincide with those of pure

isovector fields, then the stability analysis with the consideration of (12)

is analogous t0 the case considered in the references
1***2.

Moreove? if we impose the subsidiary condition of fixation of

charges

£ 5"§ = o,
then we get the lower estimation of <§ V

where

Pit
0

u

LJ ia a differential operator.

A Here K is a integro-differential self-conjugate operator and

"u 13 the projection operator aotiag on |A . Now the stability

analysis reduces to the eigenvalue problem for the operator <̂ *

fct -- * V \
whew >> = diag ( i>± , ix , )s , ^ ) .

The stability domain ia defined by the inequality V^^o . Sow talcing

intc account (12) and the results obtained in the references11 '12 , ne

°»n conclude that the: necessary condition for daterm ining the

boundary of stability doaain is .c>

9 Hi a
(13)

when V equals to zero and corresponding eigenfunojion is as followsi

I t * ( I 4 )

In fact, if we work out the integral (g , K %) , then we can realise

that the stability domain is defined by the inequality

(15)

The lower boundary of stability domain in i/5 - space ia the root of the

equation (13) and with the consideration of (4) we can get the upper

boundary of the stability domain froa (2)t

Hence we formulate the W -theorem.

Theorea.

If the operator k! has only one negative eigenvalue and i t

increases in to —space, then a t t t e point £ i*J^ , the root of the equation

(12) defines the lower boundary of the s t a b i l i t y domain of the aoli ton so lu t -

ion (3) and the corresponding eigenfunotion of K i a given by (13)- The

inequality ^ > L O - >LJ, ' , defines the s t a b i l i t y domain, where (14) holds.

I t should be noted that the heatna. I & 2 and ITotea 1 4 2 can be

proved for more general Lagrangiana and then i t oan ba shown that the

theorem is valid for a more general Lagrangian with gauge fields

of following type;

where 'r is a quadratic function with respect to jL^f and the field theory

must admit the internal symmetry atlea-st w_';)i I"(l) gi-oup.

17 . THESTABILITT AUAL13I3 IS SCALAR ELSCTSOPYHAMiaa•

In thi3 section, we shall study the s t a b i l i t y of a scalar aoli ton

in the presence of electromagnetic fields Kith U(l) symmetry. In thi3 case

l e t \ia choose the Lagrangian density;

where

Here the function T>C*f,$/rS) is assumed to be a sufficiently

saooth function of f'j'J-j $ ,the invarianta under tranformations of

the poincare group and the gauge group D(l). It should be noted that I s

is a linear function of )̂ and %'

Let us assume that the equations of motion in this model admit

the regular stationary (periodic in time) scalar field solution and

4-electromagnetio potentials of following types

t; . U IT) , if (7). KrtV(-

i/V

We shall study the stability of these solutions by the procedure constructed

in section III • Let the perturbed fields have the forms:

I I 12



f-i(ot; . i K IT; +-

where "ff^V a n i j-J^i^9 t n a eioitationa of scalar and Teotor fields

respectively. To measure these excitations, we ohoose the metric as (5)

with the difference that in the aetric instead of gauge fields there muat

figure the electromagnetic fields. How if we choose the Lyapuaovs functional

as;

then imposing the subsidiary oondition {fixation of charge) in linear

approximation, we get the '- siailar lower estimation of h V as in the

Section III. Now by U3ing the Lemmas and Hotes in Section III we get the

neceaaary condition fAr the boundary of stability domain;(as it ia in ref. )

and inside the stability domain the inequality

holds. In fact these conditions coincide with the necessary conditions of

stability of pups scalar aolltons . The main reason for thia coincidence is

the result of the coincidence of the temporal part of the Lagrangian,

and thia occurs until tWo-° holds. If ̂ dc^o then the electromagnetic

field will contributes its influence to the temporal part of the Lagrangian,

which is proportional to the coupling constant £ .

As an example of the stability analysis of a scalar soliton in the

presence of electromagnetic fields, we oan consider the results of the

ref. , in whioh the SyngeS model with an weak electromagnetic field is

considered. It is shown that the influence of that weak: electromagnetic

field on the stability domain of the scalar soliton increases the stability

domain. It means that the electromagnetic field stabilizes the soliton in

SyngeS model.

V. COHOLDSIOB.

If one compares the necessary conditions for the stability domains

in gauge theory and in electromagnetiam, then one can realise

that the atability of a soliton explicitly depends upon the tinetic part

of the energy. It ia natural that the stability depends upon the type of

its dynamic interaction existing in the aystem.

But on the other hand it should be noted that the stability

domains definied by the necessary conditions are not, in faot, the whole

stability domain.. If we devide the second variation of the Lyapunovs

functional into two parts: (a) the contribution of matter fields and its

interactions with other fields; (b) the contribution of only electromagnetic

or gauge fi«lds (from free eleotronagnetio (gauge) Lagrangian); then tha

second part (b) is the perturbed energy of the free field, which is positive

definite and it inoreses the atability domain of the natter fields. In

this case we should only analyse the firat part (a) of the second variation,

because this part oan admit the terna with different signs..

30 at the same time one should consider the interaction of these

fields and in stability analysis it plays a crucial role. Let us denote the

stability dimain determined by the contribution of matter field and its

interaction with other fields by 3y. How considering the results of the
IT T2references ' with the results of this paper, one oan draw a conclusion

that J*p does not change the form of 3T. Although the stability eoditions

are not changed in form, but the solutions of the equation of motion, do

have the contribut lion of the interactions of ,,4* and this effeot oan
20

change the stability domain . Thus the nonlinearty of the ayatem influences

on the stability domain 3 .

It should be noted that the analysis in Seotionlll is done in the

gauge eJc^=O • From this fact there may be a question of gauge dependence

of the stability domain 3 .Answer ia as follows,As the perturbations are

independent of any gauge tranforoationa ( *y, 4» r U ) ant as the

Lagrangian is invariant under gauge tranformation, so the second

variation of V is also a gauge invariant functional. Considering these

we emphasise that the atability analysis is gauge independent. The

same analysis can be done in others gauges, but the temporal gaufee only

simplifies the atability analysis.

In the soalar electromagnetism the stability analysis with the

initial form of electromagnetic field (16), bears a more general ehartoter.

As the theory is invariant under Lorentz*trnsformations, it is not

difficult to get the initial unperturbed field (16) from any other arbitrary

from of unperturbed field.

In conclusion we should state that the investigations done in thia

paper show that there may exist some object with gauge or electromagnetio

fields, which can have the character of nontopologioal soliton (periodic
IT T2 2T

in time). ( The references ' • show the posibility of existence of

14



some field model without the gauge or eleotrosnagnetic field, consisting of a

time -dependent aoliton type 3table oblect.)

objects nay also exist in renormalizable theory.- In fact

these objects can be stable for a such an interval of time during which

ttas necessary conditions of stability holds• Aa the stability conditions are

explicitly dependent upon the equation of motion, so one can find such a sys-

tem where these stability conditions can be satisfied for a long tine.

If these conditions are automatioaly satisfied in a systemj then one can

oonsider these object as stable with miniaumenergy for an infinite

range of time. In this case one can think of quantua character of these

objects.

VI. AfFEKDIX.
Existence of aoli ton solut ion. ( Berestyeki and Lions theorem)

Let the lagrangian density be of following type:

where f ' f ^ V - ••tt£) a(l(i jPjlff) is the interact ion part of the

Lagrangian. The field is jjiven in Minkowski space—tiaie. The aquation of

motion can be given as! r, / / • , i

• i .

Let us denotes f $ <f = - f) •*•

Theorem. Let h >z and l e t S^jfvvj aa<i the current JH ( ̂  f) be continus

funotion froafR>N into{RK»atisfying:

= o
. . . , n+2

Q , With 1 = •—)

dimension of spaoe,

differentiable at (f - o and

2 foj

f o r i n

Then there exists a ground 3tate soliton solution yo of the

equation(Al) in the space R*1. If in addition

15

then there exist a sequence

that the action functional

1,2 of eioited states such

of

In the SyngeS model the condition (o) impose the upper bound

tO t U> < .7? •
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